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I'm here to help brands create your own bank of on brand images packed with story telling, energy and

personality which are going to stop end consumers in their tracks, enable them to grow trust in your brand and

make you stand out from the competition.

Based in Dorset, UK but able to travel worldwide for your brands photography needs, I'll use my skills and

knowledge to give you images that represent the heart and soul of your brand with dedicated one to one

support throughout the whole process. 

ABOUT ME 

JADE EMILY



3. Shoot  

Vision Call 1.

2. Planning

Once you have decided that I am the right photographer for your brand, we get to planning  your
shoot.
We will have a call together to discuss styling, locations, shot lists, mood boards etc. 
I will then create your own personalised Brand Photoshoot  Pack which to ensure that our vision is
aligned and to give us both guidance on the day of the shoot.  
This planning experience ensures that you are relaxed and confident about the shoot! 

The first step to working with me is having a call, this allows me to really understand your needs,
ethos and vision whilst I can let you know my process and give you options for packages to choose
from.  
It doesn't matter whether you have already have it all planned or have only just started thinking about
your photoshoot.
There is no obligation to book a shoot at the end of it, it's a chance for you to make sure I'm the right
photographer for you. 
 

Now for the best part, bringing the preparation to life at the shoot!
I will be there every step of the way to ensure that the day runs smoothly and you get the results that
you need. 
The photos will then be delivered to you digitally for you to download and start using straight away. 
I will also be there for any after care support that you need in terms of downloading images etc.  
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SERVICES OVERVIEW
I have 3 simple photoshoot categories to choose from, but for me its not just about turning up on the
day with a camera, each option comes included with all the preparation you need to ensure that your
brand is captured perfectly. I also support brands on additional details if required, such as location,
model and prop sourcing.  



CAMPAIGN LIFESTYLE
Through unique and compelling imagery, I will help you
communicate the personality of your brand and enrich
the identity through bespoke imagery, perfect for
marketing campaigns both online and in print. 
I will visually establish a look and feel that is tailor made
for your brand, concentrating on all the distinctive details
that help to tell your story and set you apart.



PERSONAL BRANDING

The right images invite your clients into your world so
they can get to know, like and trust you. I will capture the
essence of your brand and the magic that makes your
business unique, in action. Not just great for those who
provide a service, product based businesses can use these
photoshoots to show the face and processes behind the
brand, giving your audience an authentic view of your
brand that allows them connect with you. 



JUST THE PRODUCT

Whether you are looking for clean cut, white back ground
images or simply the product in focus in its intended
environment, our studios will ensure that your products
are the main event. Product images are great for e-
commerce and images in publications. 



TACK
TAILOR&

Jade is simply outstanding. Her creative flare and passion
for photography is second to none. I thoroughly enjoy

working with Jade, which I have done on several occasions
now. Her professionalism and fantastic personable skills

make you feel so comfortable. She is completely trust
worthy and you know that your brand is in safe hands

when working with her. Ill always choose Jade!  
 

-Olivia Gray
 





BETHANY
RAE

Jade has helped to craft and solidify my brand image with
breathtaking lifestyle photography exactly on brand for

Bethany Rae. 
She has her own wonderful unique style to photography

that really creates a WOW moment. She has an
exceptional eye and creates the most stunning

photography
 

-Bethany Rae
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DOG





BLOXHAM
PR & DIGITAL

Jade was extremely professional, creative and enthusiastic,
creating beautiful content seamlessly from start to finish.

Jade had a great eye for capturing the perfect shot and
went over and above to deliver!

 Jade’s attention to detail was second to none and she
strived for perfection on every shot, going over and above

the brief we delivered. Images were edited incredibly
quickly and video content was also produced. All clients

who took part in the event were extremely impressed with
imagery produced, which was made clear by many using

the images not only for social media purposes but also for
wider digital marketing campaigns.

 I would highly recommend Jade to other brands or
agencies looking to work with an experienced,

professional and skilful photographer!
-Maddie O'Niell 





WARING
BROOKE

Jade is fabulous to work with, super creative and she loves
what she does. It really shows her passion with how she

get stuck into the shoots. 
Our latest shoot was amazing and she has such a vision
and was great at directing the model to get the look we

needed. Can not recommend highly enough. 
 

- Samantha Brooke 
 
 





OSSA 
STARK





TWEED
BOUTIQUE

After 12 years of owning The Tweed Boutique, I have had
a few photoshoots already but after finding Jade, I

instantly knew she would 'get' my brand, and I was not
wrong!

The whole process was exciting, fluid and easy!
The preparation that Jade put into the shoot from mood
boards to styling made it so much fun on the day, almost

relaxing and the results are clear to see! 
 

-Oliva Eyers
 





WILDCOAST
SILVER





CONTACT
US

07377538264
info@jadeemilyphotography.com

 


